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Pierre Auger: Traditional reconstruction of 
the shower (i.e. Geometry and then shower profile)  

FAST: Both, Geometry and 
shower profile (i.e Xmax and Energy) 
need to be estimated from the 
pulse information.



(Long story short)

A learning machine algorithm is used to obtain a first 
guess of the shower reconstruction (i.e. geometry, Xmax 
and Energy).

Training sample: 500,000 events simulated within a small 
core region of 1 km of radius, 80% for training and 20% for 
validation.

Input parameters:  centroid time, total signal, pulse height 

                   Resolution and Bias
  Shower     Res. ~2.76o ,       Bias  < 0.75o 
  axis:         
  Core:        Res. ~256m  ,     Bias < 50m    
  Xmax:       Res. ~60 g/cm2 , Bias < 30 g/cm2   
  Energy:     Res.  ~25%      , Bias < 15%

A given atmosphere model is used for training. So, no 
atmosphere measurements are considered.

centroid time (signal-weighted time 
average) - provides information about the 
relative time of arrival of signals at each 
PMT,
total signal - provides information about 
total signal measured from the shower as 
well as the relative signal between PMTs,
pulse height - provides additional 
information about the shape of the signal 
pulse including asymmetry

Shower Reconstruction with a FAST Array

A learning machine algorithm is used to find a 
first guess of the shower parameters

A Top Down reconstruction (inverse MC) 
algorithm is used to fine tune the shower 

reconstruction



learning machine algorithm 
performance

Bias Resolution
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Impact of systematic in the telescope pointing directions



Impact of systematic in the atmospheric parameters



Impact of systematic in the atmospheric parameters



Impact of systematic in the atmospheric parameters



Top Down Reconstruction 
Performance Test

Reconstructing Xmax only



Top Down Reconstruction 
Performance Test

Reconstructing Energy only




